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The starting point of our approach



A short look into the past
Life cycles of computers – historical Development  
in the enterprise environment

Section 1:  
Beginning of the 1980s
Centrally provided
Computers and terminals 

Section 2:  
1980 - 2019
Workstations and servers

Section 3:  
Today
Cloud Workspaces  
and Applications

Client / Server applications

Access via Internet

 Multi-user / Terminal Server

High-availability server 
farms in own data centres

Transition On-Prem  
to the Cloud

Cloud PC  
Virtual Desktop



Requirements for cloud services
The challenges for companies are significantly  
increasing in the context of digitalization

Cloud PC  
Virtual Desktop

Situation 
Virtual Desktop Infrastructure
is not flexible enough due to the high 
complexity of the infrastructure at the 
implementation.  
 
 
Traditional End-User Computing (EUC) 
cannot effectively support the changing 
business IT Landscape, such as Work from 
Anywhere and Hybrid working 
 
 
Increasing regulations and the effects  
of the Covid crisis are leading to  
enormous and acute cost pressures 
and security risks.

Requirements 
New solutions must have a high degree 
of flexibility to reduce costs and speed up 
processes.  
 
 
Compliance requirements and regulations 
must be observed in the delivery of a 
Cloud PC solution.

Solution 
Cloud PC meets the requirements of 
modern companies and increases 
competitiveness in a dynamic market 
environment.
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Products and cost-benefit calculations
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Cloud PC as an innovative end-user  
computer service
A proven model with future-proofing and substantial cost savings

Cloud PC is positioned to become the leading provider of end-user computing in Europe 
over the next few years.

Cloud PC Implementation Costs

£

Highly customisable according  
to the business specifications.

This innovative, secure  
and greener solution will be  
worth more than £1.4 billion  

in 2023.

No upfront cost (Capex), no 
hardware or implementation or 

infrastructure needed.

Pay as you go - cost will be 
generated by consumption.

Cloud PC is easy to implement  
and can be integrated in any 

existing IT system within weeks, 
instead of months.



Computing Costs

Training Costs

Patching / Upgrade Costs

Downtime

Desktop Support

PC VDI Cloud PC

£150

£120

£60

Comparison: Monthly TCO per User

Cloud PC saves £90 per month over a traditional PC (60% cost savings)



Computing Costs

Training Costs

Patching / Upgrade Costs

Downtime

Desktop Support

PC VDI Cloud PC

£1,800

£1,440

£720

Comparison: Annual TCO per User

Cloud PC saves £1,080 per annum over a traditional PC (60% cost savings)
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Potential risks with  
a Cloud PC implementation
Main risks based on experience

Analysis 
A prerequisite is the detailed analysis 
regarding specific requirements  
of the business department.
 
 
It’s crucial to execute a detailed review of 
the status quo vs. future goals to plan the 
rollout as accurately as possible.

Requirements 
Succesful implementation of Cloud PC is 
also subject to the technical requirements 
being fully identified.
 
 
Failure to comply with these requirements 
may lead to significant issues during the 
implementation.

Processes 
The creation of a proof of concept is 
strongly advised.
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Management Summary
With optimisation through Cloud PC companies can be ideally prepared  
for their digital future

The introduction and use of Cloud PC is highly recommended, as the cost benefits are  
significant. The managed service can be quickly altered to reflect changes in Business  
requirements. Fully elastic, grow or shrink as required.

Reduced complexity through the flexible possibilities of the cloud and increased 
employee satisfaction, e.g. through “bring your own” device options.

Significantly easier implementation options and development  
of projects than traditional end-user computing solutions.

Cloud PC is more cost-effective than alternative VDI  
or standard PC solutions on the market.



12 Business benefits of Cloud PC

Improved accessibility 
The anywhere, anytime, anyhow nature 
of the service allows users to access their 
desktops over the internet via PC, laptop, 
tablet and even smartphone, giving them 
unprecedented freedom and flexibility.

Lower operating costs 
Cloud PC removes much of the heavy 
housekeeping burden, enabling internal 
resource to be either streamlined or 
redeployed, while also lowering space, 
power and cooling requirements. Analysts 
estimate that adoption of a Cloud PC 
strategy can secure savings of 30-50% 
over a four-year timeframe.

Reduced capital expenditure 
With its classic subscription model, Cloud 
PC puts an end to the cycle of investment 
in desktop hardware and licensing, funds 
can be made available for more added-
value initiatives.

Greater agility  
and responsiveness 
The dynamic nature of Cloud PC, with 
its rapid provisioning and inherent 
scalabiity, plus its affordable Opex model, 
is a good fit for organisations needing 
to expand quickly or wanting to respond 
to opportunity, both in terms of bringing 
hosted desktops online or pushing new 
applications across a hosted desktop 
estate.
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12 Business benefits of Cloud PC

Enhanced security 
Critically Cloud PC shifts the security 
burden away from the individual device 
and places it within a data centre 
infrastructure that is geared up for the 
highest levels of protection. Data is no 
longer vulnerable on a local device but 
held  and regularly backed up  in a secure 
hosted environment; it is also encrypted 
and can be made accessible only through 
multi-factor authentication protocols.

Heightened resilience  
and reliability 
With desktops served up by solution 
providers typically quoting 99.99% uptime 
levels, based on a compelling mix of high-
grade infrastructure, security and support, 
users can rely on consistent access and 
performance.

Tighter alignment  
with business needs 
Companies often scale up to meet peak 
resource needs but when those needs 
fall back, they find themselves over-
provisioned, which is inherently wasteful. 
DaaS can scale and flex as actual needs 
dictate, ensuring you are only ever paying 
for what you use. Role-based desktops can 
deliver an extra degree of alignment and 
cost-effectiveness.

Improved business continuity 
The ubiquitous availability of a desktop 
coupled with the centralised backup 
of data makes Cloud PC an attractive 
alternative to the traditional disaster 
recovery option of a stand-by secondary 
site. It also addresses the increasing issue 
of weather/travel-related interruptions 
to Business as Usual, with workers able to 
work as normal from a remote or home 
location.
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12 Business benefits of Cloud PC

Greater budget predictability 
Fixed, monthly pay-as-you-go pricing 
gives you cost certainty and simplifies 
budget planning and forecasting. This can 
positively impact on cash flow and aid 
strategic planning.

Increased productivity 
Research indicates that Cloud-based 
desktop solutions can boost productivity by 
up to 20%. That is attributable to improved 
uptime levels, better performance and 
more opportunities for collaboration; but 
also the ability to work from anywhere, 
with hours lost from travelling or internal 
distractions able to be redirected back into 
work effort. Additionally new starters will be 
productive from Day 1.

Better consistency  
and future-proofing 
Staff across an organisation benefit from 
a common core desktop build (while still 
allowing for customisation), the same 
versions of applications, regular refresh, 
and continuous back-end investment, 
combining to deliver a unified and uniform 
environment and optimum user 
experience.

Better green profile 
A reduced need for new equipment, 
lower energy requirements, extended PC 
life, more flexible working, these can all 
help shrink a company’s carbon footprint 
and address environmental targets. 
Additionally tech refresh and disposal of 
EUC is no longer required.
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  Not just  
saving money...

422,000kgs

The average estimated carbon footprint of a laptop is around 422.5 kgs, which includes 
the carbon emissions during the production, transportation and first 4 years of use.

It should be noted there is a large variation in CO2 emissions depending on the 
manufacturer, size of laptop and how often it’s used.

Replacing 1,000 laptops with Cloud PC

Carbon footprint saving for 1,000 laptops


